
Candidate Information 
 

CANDIDATE NAME: Megan Emmons 
 
POSITION SOUGHT: AdCom Representative 
 
BIOGRAPHY 
Megan Emmons (S’15) received her B.S. from Colorado School of Mines in 2010 and her M.S. in 2013 
from Utah State University.  She is currently pursuing her Ph.D. at Colorado State University - with an 
expected graduation date of Summer 2019.  Her research focus is in the area of robotic swarms with an 
emphasis on correlating local and emergent behavior.  Megan was awarded a Graduate Teaching 
Fellowship in recognition of her work with undergraduate and graduate students which ranged from being 
a teaching assistant, redesigning electronics labs to include hands-on robot design using op-amps, to 
co-designing a senior-level introductory robot motion planning course. 
 
IEEE ACTIVITIES 
SOCIETY: 

● Co-chair, chair, then senior chair of Student Activities Committee 
● First student member of Industrial Activities Board 
● Member - Conference Activities Board 
● Member - Special Interest Group on Humanitarian Technology 
● Partner with Life Member Activities 

 
CONFERENCES: 

● Co-organized student activities at ICRA and IROS 2015-2018 
● Program co-chair and member Senior Program Committee for ICRA 2018  
● Associate Editor for IROS 2018  
● Member of ICRA 2022 Organizing Committee 
● Education Forum Chair for ICRA 2023 - London Bid  

 
QUALIFICATIONS  
I have spent the past four years working with RAS leadership to represent the incoming generation of 
robotics leaders.  In that time, I learned the RAS organizational structure, attended five AdCom meetings 
as a voting member, and connected Student Activities with many of the primary RAS boards, including 
Conference Activities Board, Industrial Activities Board, and Publications Activity Board.  I have the 
unique perspective of a young professional as well as the experience of successfully working with RAS 
bylaws and leadership.  My RAS success demonstrates my ability to engage new members, bridge 
different RAS boards to expand member services, and ultimately to ensure the society remains one of the 
top technical communities as the fields of robotics and automation grow.  
 
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

1) Establishing connections between student activities and RAS board leaders: RAS is a very 
open, receptive community for which I am honored to be a member but it still took time to shift 
how more established boards viewed the Student Activities Committee (SAC) - taking it from a 
subset of the Members Activity Board to a key connection with the future of robotics.  
 
During my term as chair of the SAC, I actively attended RAS meetings and forged initiatives with 
board vice-presidents to expand member services and show the value of student members. 
Meetings with the Industrial Activities Board and ICRA 2015 organizers led to the Access to 
Talent Program - an online resource connecting industry sponsors with conference attendees - 
which is now being incorporated into RAS flagship conferences.  Discussions with RAS Lifetime 
Members helped provide a sustaining goal of mentorship for the ad-hoc group and move them to 



seek board status from AdCom.  Attending Robotics and Automation Magazine meetings 
incentivized me to first reintroduce, then revamp the Student’s Corner Column with goals of 
connecting author’s with readers through social media.  ICRA 2018 saw discussions with the 
Publications Activity Board to host online Q&A seminars regarding the editorial process, keys to 
publishing success, and other topics of member interest. 
 
In short, I am proud of what the SAC accomplished by collaborating with RAS leaders but I am 
even more excited for the future of RAS activities because of the joint initiatives we created 
together.  Board vice presidents more fully recognize students are the future of the society and 
those students have valuable opinions about how the society should move forward.  Have student 
representatives strengthens the RAS community as a whole and will ensure the society continues 
to be relevant.  
 

2) Expanding SAC membership:  More as a further testament to the claims in (1), I am proud to 
have seen the Student Activities Committee expand from a single chair with two co-chairs to a 
team of seven motivated individuals.  Further, many of the student volunteers were nominated by 
RAS leaders with whom I had worked.  
 

3) Overseeing expansion of Regional Student Representative Program: The Regional Student 
Representative Program (RSR) was initiated by a past co-chair with the goal being to increase 
communication between the SAC and student chapters all over the world.  I think this is a 
program with much potential and I was happy to help it off the ground by reviewing initial 
applicants as SAC co-chair and then expand the program as chair.  We now have two RSRs per 
region and one new co-chair is dedicated to expanding the program further by establishing a 
standard “Welcome Toolkit” to help provide valuable resources to new chapters as well as 
develop a best-practices guide.  
 

4) Helping support novel ICRA 2018 format: As those who have attended previous flagship RAS 
conferences (ICRA or IROS) can attest, conference submission numbers continue to rise which 
makes it increasingly difficult to maintain a rotation of venues as well as decreases the ability of 
attendees to attend other technical sessions of potential interest.  I was happy to provide 
assistance to Peter Corke in moving forward with a novel conference format which replaced 
technical presentation tracks with poster presentations.  I conducted multiple student surveys to 
evaluate previous ICRAs as well as test public acceptance of the proposed format.  In the end, 
although there was skepticism from some leaders initially, I think it was a very successful 
conference and will have sustaining impact on future formats as our society continues to grow. 
 

5) Increasing sustainable activities at flagship conferences: Building on (4), one of the greatest 
benefits of conferences is networking and the opportunity to build future partnerships; however, 
making those connections is increasingly difficult as conferences grow, especially for newer 
attendees.  One of my few clear tasks as SAC chair was organizing a network event at flagship 
conferences.  Past events were scattered and often contingent on conference organizers. 
Collaborating with IEEE RAS staff who have knowledge from other technical societies, I 
developed a conference scavenger hunt where registrants were teamed up with other attendees 
and given a set of photo challenges ranging from shaking hands with the RAS president to 
sampling local cuisine.  The scavenger hunt provides conference newcomers a reason to interact 
with RAS leaders and conference features that they otherwise may not know.  It is one way I 
have worked to promote community interactions - people are interacting and learning about each 
other.  It is one piece to encourage conference attendees to continue participating in the RAS 
community.  I am proud the scavenger hunt has grown through the past three conferences and 
will hopefully continue helping people network for many more conferences! 
 
Another past SAC event which I was proud to expand is the RAS Lunch with Leaders which has 
been cited as a favorite for all participants - students and leaders alike!  I pushed to expand the 



lunch allotment time during ICRA 2018 in order to better accommodate these staple networking 
events.  I also built on a suggestion from IEEE RAS staff (true angels!) to encourage mingling 
between tables by giving allowing each leader to give a brief introduction halfway through the 
lunch.  This change was applauded by regular attendees as a way to increase the connection 
value. 

 
 
POSITION STATEMENT 
I am seeking the AdCom position because our society should continue improving communications and 
connections between members and the many facets of RAS.  If elected, I will continue building on my 
success as SAC chair.  I will use my unique perspective as a young professional to find common 
initiatives which benefit the breadth of RAS members.  
 
The mission of RAS is to support the development of knowledge in robotics and automation.  Our highly 
ranked publications and conferences are a testament to our technical success.  RAS can improve on the 
second part of its mission though - to exchange that knowledge to benefit RAS members, the engineering 
field, as well as humanity.  We have an amazing community of society chapters which serve their local 
members; yet, many of these chapters feel like they are operating in a “bubble”.  I would like to see those 
bubbles expanded then popped so we can build on the success of others.  For example, the IEEE 
Connecticut RAS Chapter received the 2018 “Best Chapter Award” from RAS because of their 
outstanding outreach but they acknowledge it took several years to learn what type of outreach programs 
were valued by the public.  Those lessons can be passed on to other chapters facing similar challenges. 
If elected, I would work with other RAS leaders to improve inter-chapter communication - leading to a 
more integrated community and better supporting our members.  
 
We also have a responsibility to the general public.  Robots and AI are rapidly moving out of science 
fiction into reality and much of the public uses pop culture and media headlines to react to this new 
technology.  We should distinguish our society as the authority on robotics and automation and present 
honest evaluations of the benefits and drawbacks of emerging technology.  We can do this by expanding 
our online resources and sharing regular updates with members.  As an AdCom member, I would work to 
expand on my success in collaborating with RAS leaders as well as connecting student chapters to 
generate informative resources and make those resources accessible. 
 
Thank you for your time and please look for opportunities to be active in RAS.  It truly is a community of 
amazing, compassionate, hard-working individuals!  
 
  
COMMITMENT TO SERVICE 
I,_____________________, hereby certify that if elected, I will serve in the position to which I am elected 
for the term of the office. 

 
 

           Megan Emmons


